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Abstract: Online payments face a number of problems, both from a technological and business point 

of view. Most common activities in mobile commerce are done through mobile phones. Mobile 

payments should be both secure and convenient for the consumer. To provide secure web 

transactions using mobile phones and/or computers, multi-factorial authentication techniques are 

preferred. so to   provide security different authentication systems are studied and used. 
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I. Introduction 

 
Paying online gets more and more popular in the world. According to BITCOM survey every 4

th
 

European has already paid online and there are many countries where even more payments are settled 

online. 

 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 BITCOM survey for online payment 

 

There have been different strategies proposed for making authentication mechanism more and 
more secure. This paper describes various methods of implementing online transaction using multi-factor 

authentication using mobile phones. Today security concerns are on the rise in all areas such as banks, 

governmental applications, health-care industry, military organization, educational institutions, etc. There 

have been different schemes for security and authentication proposed.  
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Today, single factor authentication, e.g. passwords, is no longer considered secure in the internet and 

banking world. Easy-to-guess passwords, such as names and age, are easily discovered by automated 

password-collecting programs. The most common form of multi-factor authentication using a software 

token or smart card. For this mobile phones or computers are good option. 

 

One way to strengthen the authentication using mobile phone is using SMS based system [1].This system 

involves SMS-based mechanism is implemented as both a backup mechanism for retrieving the password 

and as a possible mean of synchronization. In this system mobile phone are used as a software token for 

One Time Password generation. The generated One Time Password is valid for only a short user defined 

period of time and is generated by factors that are unique to both, the user and the mobile device itself. 

 
The ultimate goal of a online transaction system is to provide mobile users with an ability to perform 

every possible online transaction in a simple, fast and secure way, anytime and anywhere. In order to 

fulfill these expectations, sophisticated mechanisms and protocols have to be employed by all involved 

parties.  

 
In remote user authentication method, a remote user and a server authenticate the identity with each other 

over the network. For this authentication public key cryptography is used. These cryptography algorithms 

require so much calculation and evaluation. To solve these problems, we need user authentication 

techniques using mobile phones or web to increase user-based faith on transactions using web. Thus, this 

paper describes a few user authentication techniques along with its pros and cons. 

     

 

                  II. Existing Systems 
 
Paper[1] described a method of implementation of Two Factor Authentication is based on Three parts: 

software installed on the client’s mobile phone,  server software, and   GSM  modem connected to the 

server. 

The system consists of a server connected to a GSM modem and mobile phone client running a J2ME 

application. Two modes of operation are available for the users based on their preference and constraints. 

 
The another way of online transaction is Secure Socket Layer (SSL)SSL is actually no payment system in 

itself but has been developed for securing transport layer connections in the Internet. The protocol 

comprises among others data confidentiality, server authentication, and client authentication. The protocol 

is widely used to encrypt credit card or other payment information transmitted from a payer to a payee. 

The authentication part, especially the client authentication, is often omitted in order to make the payment 

process simpler for the consumer[2] 

 

Paper [3] described a system for authentication which consists of two parts :  
1) Software installed on Client’s Mobile Phone.  
2) Server Software.  
In this system, the One Time Password (OTP) is generated without the client connecting to the server. 

The Server would be running separately and the password would be generated by user based on some of 

the factors which are unique to him. The Password generated would be valid for certain duration of time. 

After  that password will expire automatically. And after the expiry the user won’t be able to use the 

password and hence to login the password needs to be generated again [3]. 

 

III. Need  
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By definition, authentication is the use of one or more mechanisms to prove that you are who you claim to 

be. Once the identity of the human or machine is validated, access is granted. 

Passwords are known to be one of the easiest targets of hackers. Due to this the two factor authentication 

is comes into the picture. 

 

Two-factor authentication is based on the concept of “something you have” and “something you know”. It 

means using independent of any two techniques 

Two factor authentication also have disadvantages which include the cost of purchasing, issuing, and 

managing the tokens or cards. From the customer’s point of view, using more than one two-factor 

authentication systems require carrying multiple tokens/cards which are likely to get lost or stolen. 

 
A mobile device, user authentication solution must address three main security risks: stolen device, 

borrowed device, and infected device. 

Borrowed device: The risk is different than that of a stolen device because in this case, the user provides 

the device in an unlocked state to somebody else. Therefore, that person can easily get access to the data 

on that device. 

Infected device: Mobile devices are as likely to get infected with malware as any other type of computer. 

There are several reasons why mobile devices may be more likely to get infected. Malware continues to 

be a significant risk for many end users on their computers.  

To solve the above problems, we need user authentication techniques using mobile phones to increase 

user-based faith on mobile financial transactions. Thus we propose Mutual Authentication system for 

online transaction. 

 

 

IV. Proposed System  

 
Here we proposed a mobile-based software token which supports a mutual authentication. This allows 

customers to install multiple software tokens and financial institutions to save the cost of purchasing and 

maintaining hardware tokens. A software token can potentially be copied to another device, but the 

proposed mobile-based software token cannot be copied to another device because it operates whenever a 

mobile phone accepts a mutual authentication for transaction. 

 Mutual authentication, Whenever two or more parties authenticate each other this is known as Mutual 

Authentication. Mutual authentication checks the identity of both ends of the connection. It is often 

referred to as two-way authentication. 

Mutual authentication ensures that the client is not unintentionally connecting and giving its credentials to 

an unreliable server; which can then turn around and steal the data from the real server. Using Mutual 

authentication the online transaction can become more secure than the other one. 

A client and server manage a certification key for a transaction. After a mutual authentication, a client 

certification in key store is sent to a server and a trust store saves it while a server certification in key 

store is sent to a client and a trust store saves it. A trust store sets up verified certificates for another 

transaction and provides mutual authentication for online transaction.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Mutual authentication using single certificate, 
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Fig.2 : Mutual authentication 

  

the system problem is once the single certificate is comprised then the whole system comprised. For this 

system, there is requirement of extensive testing and verification of the protocol. 

 

V. Conclusion 

 
In secure mobile payments, popularity of mobile phones grows to give power to mobile devices as a 
payment device. However, some problems such as limitation of power, less powerful processor of mobile 
phones need new suitable algorithms for mobile phone payments. only the proposed mobile payment 
protocol provides identity protections, transaction privacy and non-repudiation transaction. As a result 
with our proposed protocol, the mobile users can have efficient and secure payments, which support user-
based mobile payments using mobile phones. It may achieve more acceptability than existing protocols. 

Thus we can say that, the proposed mobile payment protocol satisfies all privacy protection and non-

repudiation requirements. The proposed protocol achieve user’s identity protection from a server. 
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